OptiCare
The integrated mattress for ICU
Optimising patient care
The Optimisation Detection System utilises 6 immersion
sensors which detect the patient‘s weight, height and
position on the mattress, and automatically adjusts mattress
pressures for optimum performance.
— Fully integrated into the Multicare or
Eleganza 5 bed frame with no external
compressor.
— Superior immersion and
envelopment for the patient.

immersion

envelopment

Heel zone
Made up of 2 foam air cells, each with a speciallydesigned internal foam shape that allows the two cells
to retract when the bed frame is shortened.
— Reduces the length of the mattress by 19 cm.
— 7-degree heel slope with a softer foam that gives
the patient enhanced comfort and significantly
reduces the risk of heel pressure ulcers.

Microclimate
Management (MCM)
OptiCare helps maintain natural
thermoregulation by circulating air through the
mattress surface.
— 50 litres per minute.
— Unobstructed air delivery system.
— Tri-directional.

MCM

Mattress covers

LINET offers 3 covers to fit the OptiCare
mattress, allowing you to choose the perfect
cover based on patient requirements. All of
the covers have a full 360-degree zip for easy
removal for cleaning or replacement.
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OptiCover Premier
This cover is made of durable Dartex material.
— Water-resistant but with high vapour permeability enabling great Microclimate Management
performance.
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— The restricted slip material prevents patients from sliding down the mattress.
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OptiCover Endurance
The variant with durable cover in a dark-blue design.
— Water-resistant but with lower vapour permeability.
— The medium slip material makes it easier to reposition the patient when slide sheets are not in
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use.

OptiCover H-MCM
A very smooth cover which can be used for patients who needs to be repositioned frequently or
where Microclimate Management is very important.
— Water-resistant but very high vapour permeability.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Safe working load

250 kg

Length

214 cm

Width

86 cm

Height

22 cm

Weight

10 kg

Max. inflation

After 30 minutes, returns back to
OPT

Microclimate Management modes

High, low, off

CPR

1-button CPR, automatic inflation
after 60 minutes

Transport mode

Yes
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